The Cuba – U.S. Sustainability Partnership (CUSP)
The historic December 17, 2014 announcements by Presidents Castro and Obama to normalize
diplomatic relations heralds a new era of Cuba-U.S. relations. Ironically, the U.S. may become a
greater threat to Cuba as its friend than it ever was as its enemy. A flood of tourism and business
development from the U.S. could undermine Cuba’s natural and built heritages – both of which
contribute to the nation’s cultural identity. Such has befallen many islands in the Caribbean
over the past 50 years.
A 2014 study found that half of the Caribbean’s coral cover has
been lost since 1970 due primarily to human impacts. Yet Cuba’s
coral reef ecosystems remain remarkably healthy and intact as
do many of its marine and terrestrial ecosystems, owing both to
the unique way Cuba has developed and the strong, sciencebased environmental laws and policies. Not only are these
ecosystems critically important in their own right, but they are
also of great importance to the Cuban economy and serve as
“living laboratories” that may provide insights to restore
degraded ecosystems in other parts of the Caribbean.

Elkhorn coral is now 95 percent
extinct in the Caribbean but it still
thrives in Cuba

As with its natural environment, Cuba has a strong sense of its
cultural heritage and takes great pride in its extraordinarily rich architectural legacy and other
cultural resources. Its remarkable restoration of Old Havana and 18th-century Trinidad serve as
models of self-financing and sustainable tourism that have
been recognized worldwide. Four of Cuba’s cities, along with
five other notable places on the island, have been designated
UNESCO World Heritage sites.

Panoramic view of Old Havana
and its architecture

Although Havana has zoning laws and an active landmarks
commission, Cuban architects, preservationists and planners,
development could threaten its urban fabric and it could be
beneficial to share lessons learned between countries to help
support the preservation of Cuba's architecture heritage.

A New Partnership
The Cuba – U. S. Sustainability Partnership (CUSP) is an initiative created and led by two U.S.
nonprofit organizations with extensive experience working in Cuba for many years: Ocean
Doctor and the Center for International Policy (CIP). The Partnership is designed to engage both
the NGO and private sector in the U.S. and Cuba, comprising entities that recognize that it is in
their best business interests to contribute to creating a sustainable future for Cuba.
Taking advantage of this unique moment in history – as relations between the U.S. and Cuba
normalize but prior to the end of the economic embargo – CUSP is engaging private sector
investors, corporations and NGOs, through the formation of a unique partnership committed to
a code of ethics, guiding principles and best practices for sustainable development in Cuba.
CUSP will:
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Provide a rich source of expertise to educate the
U.S. private sector about Cuba and its unique
environmental, social and cultural heritage,
needs and vulnerabilities.



Develop and commit to a set of ethics, guiding
principles and best practices for sustainable
development that supports the protection of
Cuba´s environment, culture and communities.



Facilitate constructive engagement and information exchange between CUSP members
and the Cuban community and collaborative development of innovative solutions focused
on balancing economic development and environmental and cultural conservation.



Serve as a credible body to foster strong
collaboration on conservation policy initiatives
with governmental agencies in both the U.S. and
Cuba.



In collaboration with Cuban organizations,
engage a new generation of Cuban entrepreneurs
to explore sustainable business practices.

PLEASE JOIN US AND HELP THIS
IMPORTANT EFFORT SUCCEED

The initial focus of CUSP is on responsible, sustainable
tourism. In seeking to encourage Cuba and U.S.
stakeholders—initially hotels and tour operators—to
commit to meaningful international standards, CUSP will
play an important role in helping support efforts to guide
the growth Cuba’s tourism industry sustainably thereby
helping the country preserve its magnificent natural and
cultural heritage.
CUSP will work with international and local
organizations such as Cuba’s World Heritage
commission, Havana’s landmarks commission and
Cuban environmental organizations to explore
opportunities for collaboration to prevent the loss of the
loss of environmental resources and culture as a result of
uncontrolled growth, especially from tourism and foreign
investment.
.
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